


Isaac Smith: Main coder and builder

Jackson Smith: Co coder and builder

Britney Madden: Designer and co builder



Driving through a city block which you can design yourself using the 
following specifications. You are welcome to design your own city block. 
However it needs to show some complexity in the design and not just have 
straight roads. So ramps and bends will score more over only straight 
roads. If you can parallel park then that’s a bonus!
There are no marks for the design of the city block. Marks are only for how 
the car manoeuvres through the block. You can do as many retakes of 
your car before you film and send the video.
In the video you also need to show us the process of your build and 
coding. We recommend you taking pictures throughout your build and 
code, so you can use it in the video and talk over it.
Car dimensions: No set rules, make it as big or small as you can.



Our first plan is to make a is to 
design a car that drives,and when it 
senses a color it stops.

The challenge we are doing is 
the self car challenge. 

Our final plan is that we want are 
robot to move around the whole track 
by using the white line.



- 1st 
attempt 
of the 
car 

-2nd 
attempt of 
the car we 
also added 
some 
holders on 
the back.

-3rd attempt 
of the car 
we added a 
emergency 
button too.

Final design we 
added spot for the 
colour sensor to 
hang 





We added plates on the back (didn't help at all) 



We added a stop button which is handy



We made a spot for the color sensor to hang off plus removed the back wheels and added a balance ball to help it 
tern better and a seat for the person.   







The city is 1.8 meters long 

After taping After painting Final design 



Brick works the whole 
robot  

Large motor

Distance sensor

The wheels

Color sensor

The ball 



Day 1: We worked on code and our planning/building the base for our car.

Day 2:We were building our car and working on the code plus starting the slide.

Day 3: We had our first problem with the code.The code isn't working because we tried to add 

something but it didn't work.

Day 4: we started taping the city base together.

Day 5: we started painting the city base and still working on the code and slide. 

Day:6 we finished painting the city base and almost finished the code.

Day 7: We are working on the diary and on the slideshow/doing code.

Day 8:Jackson and I were doing the base of our city and working on the code we are trying to 

make the robot turn on corners but we cant figure it out yet.We also started painting a 

ramp for our city.

Day 9 We are working on the code and also adding a ramp to the city and a short tunnel.



Our robot can go over bridges under tunnels and also turn around corners its not 

always perfect but 97% of the time it's perfect.Our robot can also stop for people how 

it does all this is mainly because of the white line the robot uses this white line to move 

around.?And how it stops for people is completely different



https://youtu.be/okDCjpBBvDM

https://youtu.be/okDCjpBBvDM

